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An award-winning boat dealership located on Florida’s Gulf Coast, Ingman 
Marine has consistently been featured in the top five boat dealerships for all of 
the United States representing several major boat manufacturers.  With an 
impressive 33 years of sales and service, Ingman has also been recognized as 
a 5 Star Certified Yamaha outboard motor dealership, winning numerous 
customer service awards.

Even with all of their accolades, Ingman Marine knew they had to take their 
internet based sales to the next level in order to stay ahead of the competition. 
There were two things lacking from their marketing efforts. They needed to 
improve the display of their inventory on their website for people researching 
boats and they needed a way to expand their reach to more people searching 
for boats on the internet. We provided Ingman Marine with solutions.

The Client

INGMAN MARINE
Top Boat Dealership for Florida’s Gulf Coast



WEBSITE UPGRADE

Ingman Marine already had a website but it needed some work. We 
made it our focus to create a newly designed, visually appealing 
and more informative website. � e new site needed to provide a 
better website user experience and enough information on each 
boat to hold people’s attention. 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Our powerful boat and motor inventory management system 
called “Inventory Tools” gives Ingman the ability to update 
their online inventory and content in real-time. � e updated 
content continually improves Ingman’s boat model SEO 
rankings and o� ers visitors a good reason to return to the site 
to do their research. � e built in leads management tool noti� es 
Ingman Marine through the site’s contact forms. � ose leads 
can be sent directly to the appropriate sales person or broker.

SEARCH ENGINE RANKINGS

Even  the  best  website  can’t  impact sales if potential boat and 
yacht buyers can’t � nd your site in search results… Fresh and 
informative articles were another great content tool we utilized 
to improve their rankings.

FACEBOOK REACH

With an emphasis in increasing Facebook fans, Facebook 
advertisements were used to enticed people to “Like” their 
Facebook page.
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OBJECTIVE
Improved web presence 
with a modern brand
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  INTERNET MARKETING  

   Keyword and Competitive Analysis

   Advanced Content Creation

   Search Engine Optimization

   Increased Website Traffic

     WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT  

 New custom website

   Inventory Displayed

   Improved User Experience

   High Quality Photos and Videos

 Administrative Control Panel

   Advanced Inventory Management

   Leads Management 

   Article Management 

   YouTube Video Management

   Specials Management

   Asset management

 FACEBOOK CAMPAIGNS 

   Increased Number of Likes

   Scheduled Facebook Posts

   Facebook Ad Campaigns

SOLUTION
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RESULTS
Google impressions rose by 458% with the addition of 318 new 
keyword phrases into Google’s search results.

Improved keyword rankings for each new boat manufacturer and 
each of Ingman Marine’s 3 boat dealership locations.

Increased the amount of daily visitors from 20 new visitors a day to 
over 100 new visitors per day.

Introduced Facebook advertising to increase fanbase. Raised the 
fanbase from 340 to over 2000 fans in 6 months.
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“We love what Inventory Tools™ has 
done for our Internet based sales. 
We just had the best June in the 33 
year history of our company!”

Gary Ingman
Ingman Marine

CONCLUSION
It was a pleasure working with 
Ingman Marine and helping them 
create their new website.  The 
combined approach of a modern 
and user-friendly site, the integration 
into Inventory Tools and a robust 
social media campaign has helped 
an already successful business fully 
dominate their market.  

The key to continued success on 
the web is to always look into new 
techniques to keep your company 
relevant and to find new opportunities 
to reach potential customers. Your 
competition will always be pushing 
the envelope. Let Marine Tools keep 
you one step ahead of the game.

TESTIMONIAL
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     INTERNET MARKETING

  Facebook Ads

  Blog/Articles 

  Banner Campaigns

  Press Releases

  Email Marketing

  Content Depth

  Content Optimization

  Customized Landing Pages

  Reputation Management

  Inbound and Outbound Links

     INVENTORY TOOLS

  Inventory Updated Instantaneously

  Unlimited Photos and Videos 

  Motor Inventory 

  Assign Sales To Specific Brokers

  Website ‘Specials’ Management

  Customized Forms To Create Leads 

  YouTube Video Integration

  Articles Management To Improve SEO

  Multiple Dealership Location Support

  Boat Directory Synchronization

SERVICES

WE LOOK
FORWARD 
TO HEARING 
FROM YOU.

MARINE TOOLS
3693 HOLLOW TRAIL COURT
PALM HARBOR, FL 34684 

877.844.1970 
info@marine-tools.org
www.marine-tools.org

HIRE US!
AND  TAKE YOUR 
DEALERSHIP & 
BROKERAGE  TO A 
WHOLE NEW LEVEL.




